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ABSTRACT 
Using the concept of displacement rank, we suggest new formulas for the 
representation f a matrix in the form of a sum of products of matrices belonging to 
two particular matrix algebras having dimension about 2n and being noncommutative. 
So far, only n-dimensional commutative matrix algebras have been used in this kind of 
applications. We exploit the higher dimension of these algebras in order to reduce, 
with respect o other decompositions, the number of matrix products that have to be 
added for representing certain matrices. Interesting results are obtained in particular 
for Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like matrices, a class that includes, for example, the inverses 
of Toeplitz plus Hankel matrices. Actually, the new representation allows us to 
improve the complexity bounds for the product, with preprocessing, of these matrices 
by a vector. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Using the concept of displacement rank, it has been shown how an 
arbitrary matrix can be decomposed as a sum of products of matrices 
belonging to suitable matrix algebras. The literature provides decomposition 
formulas involving lower and upper triangular Toeplitz matrices [10] (these 
formulas generalize the well-known Gohberg-Semencul formulas for the 
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inversion of Toeplitz matrices), triangular Toeplitz and circulant matrices [11, 
1], triangular Toeplitz and r-class matrices [3, 6, 5], factor circulant matrices 
[12], matrices having a suitable r-class submatrix [9], and r~ matrices [7]. 
Moreover, in [9] and [7] attempts are made towards the definition of a 
unifying approach for devising decomposition formulas of this kind. 
The decompositions li ted above have found application in the solution of 
Toeplitz and Toeplitz plus Hankel systems of equations [1, 9, 7] and, more 
generally, in the synthesis of effective algorithms for the product with 
preprocessing of certain dense structured matrices by a vector [13, 14]. These 
algorithms rely on the simple idea of reducing a matrix by vector product o a 
certain number of products with a vector of matrices of the algebras listed 
above. These products can be efficiently computed by means of fast trans- 
forms (typically fast Fourier transforms) [1, 9, 7]. 
In this paper we suggest a decomposition formula in which two new 
algebras are exploited. These algebras are ~e = ~ + K~ and ~ =Sa+ KS #, 
where ~' and 5:  are, respectively, the algebras of circulants and skew-cir- 
eulant matrices, K = (8i, n_1_ j) with i , j  = 0 . . . . .  n -  1 is the reversion 
matrix, and + denotes the sum of linear spaces. The algebras ~e and ~e 
retain the main computational properties of ~ and S '~, although they have 
dimension about 2n and are noncommutative, while ~ and S:, as well as all 
the algebras mentioned above, have dimension n and are commutative. 
It is possible to exploit the higher dimension of ~e and ~ in order to 
reduce, with respect o other decompositions, the number of matrix products 
that have to be added for representing certain matrices, in particular 
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like matrices. Consider the linear operator ~x(A) = 
AX - XA and the matrix T = (ti, j) with ti,j = BIi-jl, 1. A matrix A has been 
defined in [6] to be Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like iff the rank of ~T(A) is 
bounded by a constant independent of the dimension of the matrix. This class 
includes Toeplitz plus Hankel matrices as well as their inverses; see [6, 5]. 
To prove the new decomposition formula we follow some ideas intro- 
duced by Di Fiore and Zellini in their paper [9]. In particular we consider the 
linear operator -~s,, where S~ is a matrix related in a suitable way to ~,  Sa~, 
and T. 
As an aside, we notice that the algebras ~ and S:~ might be useful in 
devising preconditioning strategies for various iterative methods for the 
solution of Toeplitz plus Hankel systems; see [17]. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we collect some 
definitions and preliminary results. In Section 3 we study the structure of the 
two algebras ~ and ~e" In Section 4 a decomposition formula exploiting 
these algebras is established. Section 5 is devoted to the applications. 
Throughout he paper, unless otherwise stated, matrices are assumed to 
be square of order n with elements in the complex field C. By ek, for 
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k = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, we denote the (k + 1)th vector of the canonical basis. 
n-  1 ~'~n- 1¢ __ 1 )kek .  Moreover, we set e = Ek=oek and 6 = k=o, 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we briefly recall some basic facts on matrix algebras, in 
particular on circulant and skew-circulant matrices. In this way, we set the 
necessary background for the successive work as well as terminology and 
notation. 
2.1. Matrix Algebras 
= {Ek=oakA la k ~ C} be the algebra gener- Let A ~ C" ×", and let PA n-  1 k 
ated by A. Some elementary properties of PA can be summarized as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. We have: 
(a) the algebra PA is commutative; 
(b) if A is symmetric (diagonalizable), every matrix in PA is symmetric 
( diagonalizable ); 
(c) the dimension of PA is equal to the degree of the minimal polynomial 
of A (in particular, if A is diagonalizable, the dimension of P A is equal to the 
number of distinct eigenvalues of A). 
Now, let us consider the algebra Z A = {X ~ C"X"IAX = XA} made up 
by the matrices commuting with A. Clearly we have PA ~ ZA" Moreover, the 
following standard results hold [8]. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A E C "×" be diagonalizable, and let A~, with 
i = 1 . . . . .  d, be the distinct eigenvalues of A. Then 
(a) we have 
d 
dim Z A = E ~r(A,) 2, (2.1) 
i=1  
where o'(Ai) is the algebraic (and geometric) multiplicity of the eigenvalue 
(b) we have Pa = ZA iff d = n, i.e., iff A has n distinct eigenvalues. 
Trying to relax the hypothesis of diagonalizability in Proposition 2.2 leads 
to the well-known concept of nonderogatory matrix. See [8]. 
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2.2. Circulant and Skew-Circulant Matrices 
The Fourier matrix is defined as F = (1 /v~)( to i J ) ,  i , j  = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, 
where to = e -12~r/n, with i the complex unit. Recall that F -1 = F H, i.e., F is 
unitary. For esthetic reasons, besides F, we will use the matrix f~ = v~nF. 
Set D,o = Diag((to~)), i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, and consider the matrix 
C = 
0 1 0 ... O' 
0 0 1 . 
• 0 
0 1 
1 0 ... 0 0 
(2.2) 
It is well known [8] that 
c = eo e (2.3) 
so that C is diagonalizable and has n distinct eigenvalues. The algebra 
=- Pc = Zc is the algebra of the circulant matrices. 
Given a = (a k) ~ C n, we set ~'(a) = v ' , -1_  ~k z . . , k=Ottk t .~  . 
PROPOSITION 2.3. 
(a) We have ~ = {~(a)la ~ C"}. Moreover, e~W(a) = a T. 
(b) We have 
W(a) = F D iag(~a)  F H. (2.4) 
Proof. The assertions in (a) are a consequence of the ~ = Pc and of the 
structure of the powers of C. In order to prove (b) observe that, since 
~'(a) ~ Pc and since (2.3) holds, these exists a diagonal matrix D such that 
~(a)  = FDF n. This implies e~(a)  = (1 / fnn)erDF  n. By (a) this leads to 
De  = f la,  and (2.4) follows. • 
Now, let p = e - i ' / " ,  let Dp = Diag((pt)), i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, and con- 
sider the matrix 
S = 
0010 01 i) 
0 "• °. 
-1  0 .'- 0 
(9.5) 
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Since S = pDpCDo u, from the equality (2.3) we get 
S=D,V, Do, V"Oy, 
SO that S is diagonalizable and has n distinct eigenvalues. The 
S~ = Ps = Zs is the algebra of the skew-circulant matrices. 
As before, we set S'~(a) = E~-~akS k.
PROPOSITION 2.4. 
(a) We~ have S ° = {S'~(a)la ~ On}. Moreover, e0rSa(a) = a r. 
(b) We have 
(2.6) 
algebra 
SP(a) - DpF Diag(f}Dpa) FNDp n. 
Left to the reader. 
(2.7) 
Proof. 
REMARK 2.1. Let 3 -= {T ~ CnXnlT = (tj_i)} be the linear space of the 
Toeplitz matrices. It is easy to prove that 
3 -= ~ + ~.  (2.8) 
Actually, the inclusion ~ + ~_  i f - is  obvious. Moreover, we have dim 3 -= 
2n-  1 and, since ~ f )~= {alla ~ C}, we also have d im(~ f )5 '0  = 1. 
Hence 
d im(~ +S p) = dim ~" + dim S ~ - d im(~ ~S °) 
= 2n - d im(~ O~)  = 2n - 1. 
The equality (2.8) follows. See also [16]. 
3. THE ALGEBRAS ~e AND SP~ 
In Section 2 we have defined the matrices F, Do,, C, Dp, and S. In 
addition let K = (6i, n_l_j), with i, j = 0 . . . . .  n - 1, be the reversion ma- 
trix, let J = KC and let J_  = KS. There are deep relations among these 
matrices. In the following proposition, we collect the ones that have interest 
for what follows (see also [8, 4, 2]). 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. 
(a) WehaveC n = C -1, S n = S -1, K 2 = j2  =j2_= I. Moreover, JC = 
cn J  and J _S  = snJ_ .  
(b) We have JF = F n, J = F 2, and JF = FJ. 
(c) We have J_DpF = -Df lF  n. 
(d) We have K = FDo, F. 
Proof. The equalities listed in (a) are immediate. The equalities JF = 
F n, J = F 2, and JF = FJ can be established by an easy direct computation. 
In order to prove (c) observe that DpJ_ D e = - J .  Hence, 
I_D F = 070 1_D e = -Dy Ie  = -Dye  
Lastly, from (2.3) we have C = KJ = FD~ F n. Thus 
K = FD, o F n j  = FD, o F. 
3.1. The Algebra ~'e 
We define the linear space 
< = ~ + J~  = {c1 + JC21C1,C2 ~ ~},  
Observe that this definition matches the one given in the introduction. In 
fact, by using the relation J = KC, it is easy to prove that ~ + J~ '  = ~' + 
K~.  
LEMMA 3.1. We have 
dim ~'e = [ 2 n - 2 i f  n is even, 
2 n - 1 if n is odd. 
Proof. We have 
cl im(~ +JW)  = dimW + dim J~-  d im(~ nJ~') = 2n - d im(g ° n J~ ' )  
Now, A ~ ~' N j~" iff there exist two diagonal matrices D 1 and D 2 such 
that A --- FD1Fn and A = JFD2F n. Using Proposition 3.1, we get that the 
equality FDIF n = JFD2F n holds iff D 1 = JD 2. 
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When n is even, this last equality is equivalent o D 1 = D 2 = ae0e0 r + 
T bel lmen~ 2, with a, b ~ C. Thus A must be of  the form 
T H A = F(ae0e0 T + be. /2e~/2)F  
a b 
= _ee  r + _~t  
n n 
1 
m 
n 
1 1 
1 1 
... 
b 
+-  
n 
1 1  . . . .  
-1  1 
- -1  . . . . . .  
In particular d im(~ ¢7 J~)  = 2, and the thesis follows• 
The case where n is odd is left to the reader• 
Actually, ~'e is an algebra, as the following theorem states. 
THEOREM 3.1. For the matrix 
Ce = C + CH = 
'0 1 0 "'" 0 1' 
1 0 1 0 
0 1 0 ". ". 
• • . • .  " .  0 
0 . . ". 1 
1 0 ... 0 1 0 
we have ~e = Zc e" 
Proof. We proceed through four steps• 
1. We have ~¢_Zc .  In fact, let A ~;  then AC =CA and moreover 
AC n = CnA, since C n = C -1 [Proposition 3.1(a)]. Adding these two 
equalities, we find A(C + C n)  = (C + CH)A;  hence A ~ Zc • 
2. We have J~  _ Zc .  This follows from the relations ]C = CUJ "[Proposi- 
tion 3.1(a)] and JC n = c j .  
3. We have ~" + J~" c_ Zce , as a consequence of steps i and 2. 
4. We have 
d imZce= [2n -2  i fn i seven ,  
2n - 1 if n is odd. 
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In fact, since 
C e = C "Jr C H = FD~F n + FDfF  n 
((  2~ri ))  
=F(Do,+D 2)Fn  =FDiag  2cos - Fn  
n 
(3.1) 
we can apply Proposition 2.2(a). 
The thesis is a direct consequence of steps 3, 4 and of Lemma 3.1. 
REMARK 3.1. Using (3.1) and Proposition 2.1, we get than Pc, is the 
algebra of the circulant symmetric matrices. 
REMARK 3.2. Obviously, ~e includes ~. It is interesting to note the ~e 
includes also the algebra related to the Hartley transform introduced in [4]. 
Some interesting questions arise. Given two vectors u, v ~ C", does there 
exist a matrix A ~ ~ having u and v as first and last row respectively? Is it 
unique? How can we find two vectors a and b such that A = ~(a) + J~'(b) 
(see Section 2.2)? In the following theorem we answer these questions in the 
case where n is even. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n be even, and let u, v ~ C n. A matrix A ~ ~e such 
that eTo A = u T and e~_ 1A = v r exists iff 
e (v - u)  = o, (3.2) 
6 (v + , )  = o. (3.3) 
When A exists, it is unique, and will be denoted by ~e(u, v). Moreover,we 
have ~'e(U,V) = ~'(a) + J~(b) ,  where a is an arbitrary solution of  the linear 
system 
(C  - CH)x  = v -  CUu, 
and b = u - a. 
Proof. Let a, b ~ C n and ~(a) + J~(b)  ~ ~'e" The conditions e~[~'(a) 
+ J~(b)]  = u r and e n_T l[~,(a ) -t- J~(b)]  = v r lead to the system 
a+b=u,  
Ca + CHb = v, 
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or, equivalently, 
b = l t l -  a ,  
(c  - c~)a  = v - c ' . .  (3 .4)  
Clearly the system (3.4) has a solution iff the system (C - C H)a = v -- C n u 
has a solution. In view of (2.3), this system becomes F(D,,, - DH)F~Ia = v 
- CHu, or, more explicitly, 
(D -- DH)FHa= FHv- -  DHFHu. (3 .5)  
Since e~(Do, - D f )e  i = 0 iff i = O, n/2,  a solution for (3.5) exists iff 
eT(FHv - DfFHu)  = ~-n eT(v - -  U) =0,  
1 
,~/~(FHv - D :F"u)  = ~-~T( ,~ + U) =0.  
This ends the proof of the first assertion in the thesis. 
Now, observe that if a is a particular solution of the system (3.5), the 
general solution is of the form a + ae + b~, where a and b are arbitrary 
complex parameters. Thus 
~(a  + ,~e + b~)  + jw( , ,  - a - ae  - b~)  = w(a)  + I~( -  - a ) ,  
since ~(e)  = J~(e)  and ~(~) = ]~(~)  (compare with Lemma 3.1). Thus we 
have uniqueness and the last part of the thesis. • 
For the sake of completeness, let us note that in the case where n is odd, 
only the condition (3.2) is needed in order to guarantee the existence and 
uniqueness of A. 
The previous theorem indicates a handy way to switch from ~e(U, V) to 
~(a)  + ]~(b) .  In fact, provided that a solution of the linear system (C - 
C H)x = y exists, we can compute it at a cost of n - 2 additions. For this 
purpose, let x = (x k) ~ C n, with k = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1. By arbitrarily choosing 
x 0 (x 1) by means of a forward solution, we get the even (odd) entries of x. 
The relation (2.4) and Proposition 3.1(b) yield 
~(a)  + J~(b)  = F[Diag( l~a) + J  Diag( l )b)]  F H. (3.6) 
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3.2. The Algebra S#e 
We define ~ as the linear space 
- s :+  7_ s := {sl + ]_s~ls~, s2 ~:Y}. 
The reader can verify that S :  + J_  S # = S :  + KS  a. 
LEMMA 3.2. We have 
2 n i f  n is even, 
dim Sae = 2 n -- 1 i f  n is odd. 
Proof. We have 
d im(S :  + J_  S ~') = dim S '~ + dim J_  s :  - d im(S  a n J_  s '~) 
= 2n - d im(S :n  J_ 5") .  
Now, A ~3~¢3 j _  s :  iff there exist two diagonal matrices D 1 and D 2 
such that A = D FD1FnD u and A = J D FD2FUD n The equahtv 
p ~ p - -  p P • -d  
DpFD1F 'D  f = ] _DpFDzFnDf l  holds iff DpFD 1 = J_DpFD2, and in turn, 
by virtue of Proposition 3.1(c), this is equivalent o DpFD 1 = -DfFnD2.  
Hence we have FD~,FD 1 = -D  2, that is [see again Proposition 3.1(d)] 
KD l = -D  2. 
I f  n is even, KD 1 = - D 2 implies D 1 = D 2 = 0. Thus dim(S:  n J_  s #) 
= 0, and the thesis follows. 
T where I f  n is odd, KD 1 = -D  2 implies D~ = -D  z = ae(n_ 1)/2e(n_ 1)/2, 
a is a complex parameter. Thus A must be of the form 
a a 
A = OpF(ae(n_ l ) /2e~n_ l ) /2 )FHOf  = __~T = __ 
n n 
1 - I  
-1  1 
... 
In particular d im(S a n J_  s : )  = 1, and the thesis follows as well. • 
Actually, ~ is an algebra, as the following theorem states (since the proof 
is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1, it is omitted). 
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THEOREM 3.3. For the matrix 
S e =Sq-S  H= 
0 1 0 ... 
1 0 1 ". 
0 1 0 . 
0 
-1  0 ... 0 
0 - -1  ¸  
0 
• . 0 
". 1 
1 0 
we have ~e = Zs," 
We close this section with a theorem having the same purpose as 
Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3•4• Let n be even, and let u, v ~ C n. Then there exists a 
unique matrix A ~ such that e~A =u r and ern_lA =v  T. It will be 
indicated with ~(u,  v). We have S~(u, v) = S#(a) + J_  S#(b), where a is the 
solution of the linear system 
(S - sn )x  = -v  - SUu, 
and b = a - u. 
Proof• Let a, b • cn  and Sa(a) + j _  s'~(b) ~ ~.  The conditions 
e~[S#(a) + J_  Sa(b)] = u T and e~_ l[S~(a) + J_  S~(b)] = v T lead to the sys- 
tem 
equivalent to 
a-b~-u ,  
-- Sa + Snb  = v, 
b=a-u ,  
(S  - sn )a  = -v  - SHu. (3.7) 
Now, using (2.6), we have 
s - SH = DpF( pD, o - ~Dn)FnDf  
= DoF Diag -2 i s in  n FnDf"  
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Since we have assumed n to be even, we have that sin rr(2i + 1)/n ~ 0 for 
i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. Hence S - S n is nonsingular, and this implies that the 
system (3.7) has unique solution. The thesis follows. • 
For the sake of completeness, we note that in the case where n is odd we 
have existence and uniqueness of ~e(U, V) iff eT(v  - -  U)  = 0. The proof is left 
to the reader. 
We can easily switch from ~e(U, V) to ~(a)  + J_  S~(b), since a solution 
of the system (S - S n)x = y can be computed with a cost of about 2n 
additions-subtractions. In fact, let x = (x k) ~ C n, with k = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. 
We can compute x 0 and x,_  1 by solving the system 
eTy = --2X 0 -t- 2Xn_l, 
~Zy = 2X ° + 2Xn_ 1 
(note that computing eTy  and ~Ty costs about n additions). Starting with x 0 
(xn-1)  with a forward (backward) substitution, we get the even (odd) entries 
of x (altogether, this costs about n additions). The relations (2.7) and 
Proposition 3.1(c) and (d) yield 
~(a)  + J_  SP(b) = DpF[Diag(aDpa)  - K D iag(aDpb) ]FUDf .  (3.8) 
REMARK 3.3. Since the matrix S e "~ S -i- S H is symmetric, by virtue of 
Theorem 3.3 we have that Sa~(u, v) ~ ~e implies SaeT(U, V) ~ ~e" Obviously 
Saer(U, v)e 0 = u and ~eT(U, v)en_ 1 = V. 
REMARK 3.4. In Remark 2.1 we have seen that ~6 ~'= ~ + 5 a. Let 
{H cn× lH-- 
be the linear space of the Hankel matrices. It is well known [15] that 
--- K~. Hence, 
~e +~e = ~' + K~ +S°+ KS  a= ~' +Sa+ K(C~ +50)  
= J -+ K~= 3-+,gE. 
Thus, 3 -+ X shares with 3 - the  property of being sum of two algebras. 
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In this section we state our main result, i.e., a matrix decomposition 
formula based on a certain displacement operator and involving the algebras 
~ and ~e" Before this, we need to revisit some results presented in [9], 
4.1. Orthogonality Conditions 
Here we discuss two results closely related to some developments in [9] 
(see [9, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.1]). 
Let A = (ai,j) and B = (bi,j) be in C "×n and let o denote the entrywise 
matrix product A o B = (a i ,b i j). Denoting by tr the trace operator (remem- 
ber that tr A = E~-01ai,  and 'that tr AB = tr BA for every A and B), we 
have 
n-1  
er (AoB)e  = E a,.jbi, j =tr (ABr ) .  
i , j=0  
Now, let X ~ C n × n and consider the linear operator 
= ax-  xa. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. 
= B Tx, then 
I f  A, B, X ~ C "×" and XB T = BTx,  then 
er [~x(A)  o B]e  = O. 
Proof. We have 
e [ x(a)o B]e 
= tr[ ( AX - XA) B T ] = tr( AXB V _ XAB T) 
= tr( ABTX - XAB T) = t r (ABTX)  - tr( XAB T) = O. • 
By means of Lemma 4.1 it is possible to prove the following useful result. 
Let A, B, X ~ C n×n. I f  ~x(A)  = Y'-n~=lXmYm T and XB T 
• x~By~ = O. 
m=l  
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Proof. We have 
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xrmBym = ~ er[(XmYmr)oB]e 
m=l  m=l  
=e r oB e=e r A)oB e=O.  
REMARK 4.1. In order to compare Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1 with 
Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.1 in [9], it is necessary to say that in [9] theory 
is developed for matrices whose entries belong to an arbitrary ring ~ with 
identity. Actually, one can verify that the statement of Lemma 3.1 in [9] can 
be strengthened by replacing p(X T) with an arbitrary matrix of ~n×n 
commuting with XT: the proof remains the same. We used this observation 
in order to obtain Lemma 4.1. Note that I_emma 4.1 could be restated for 
matrices in 9~ nx", adding the hypothesis rX = Xr for every r ~ ~R. How- 
ever, if we want to restate Theorem 4.1, we need more: precisely, we have to 
require both rX = Xr and rB = Br for every r ~ 9L 
4.2. Decomposition Formulas: The Case Where n Is Even 
In this subsection we show how a matrix can be expressed as sum of 
products of matrices in SP~ and ~e" We consider only the case where n is 
even. 
Before proceeding we need a couple of lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let xl,x2,yl, y 2 ~ C", and let 
(yrl 
A = xly [ + xZyz T = (X 1 X2)/Y2r]" 
If the matrix 
eryl erY2/ er 
A(yI'Y2) = 1 ~Ty 1 6ry2]=(~r) (Y l  Y~) 
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is nonsingular, then there exist vectors Zl, z2, Wl, w 2 ~ C" such that 
A = (z 1 Z2) W2 T
Proof. Set 
and 
e~(w~ - w~) = 0, 
eT(w 2 + Wl) = 0. 
M= A(y I y2)-~( ~ 1) ' -1 ' 
and verify that (4.1) and (4.2) hold for the vectors 
(Z1 Z2) = (X 1 x2)M -T, 
(W 1 W2) = (y I y2)M. 
(4.2) 
Let A ~ C '*×n and let ~x(A)  = E,~=lXmy~. Obviously, it is not restric- 
tive to assume a even, so that we have 
./2 [ YL-1 ) (4.3) 
-~x(A) = m=IE (X2m-1 X2m) [ Y~m " 
LEMMA 4.3. Let ~x(  A) be as in (4.3). Then there exist vectors zi, 
i = 1 . . . . .  a + 2, and w~, i = 1 . . . . .  a, such that 
E (z2,,,-1 z2.,) wL  +(zo÷i  z~+2) ~ , 
m=l en-1 
moreover, er(wzm -- W2,,~_ 1) = 0 and ~T(W2m + W2m_ 1) = 0 for  m = 
1 . . . . .  a /2 .  
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eroof  . We can write ~x(A) in the form 
a/2 
-~x(A) = E (X2m-, 
m=l 
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yT_  + am eT) 
T X2m) y2Tn + amen_  1 
/ ) (4.5) 
~m= lam(X2m - 1 2m )" By suitably choosing the complex where (X~+lX~+ 2) = ~/z x 
parameters am, we can force the matrices A(y2m_ 1 + ameo,Y2m + amen-  l) 
to be nonsingular for every m = 1 . . . . .  a/2 .  We get the thesis by applying, 
when needed, Lemma 4.2 to the matrices on the right-hand side of (4.5). • 
we state and prove our main theorem. We will use the linear NOW, 
operator 
.~s~(A) = AS e - SeA , 
whose kernel is ~ ,  the relation 
C e = S e q- 2(en_l  eT "4- e0eT 1), 
and a proof technique largely exploited in [9] and in [7]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let  n be even and  A ~ C ~'xn. Let  
a/2 (y2rm_l /Y~ 
• ".~S,(A) = ~__ XmYm T = E (X2m-1 X2m) ), 
m=l m=l 
with  
Then 
er (y~m - 1 - Ygm) = O, 
er(ygm-I + Y2m) = O. 
I a/2 
A = -2 E ~(X2m-l,X~m)~e(Y~m'Y2m--l) +~e~(Ae0 ' Aen-l)" 
~m=l  
(4.6) 
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Proof. We have 
1 o j2 ) 
~[~ S'~f(X2,,,_l,X2m)~e(y2,,~,yam_l) +S~f(  Ae o, Aen_l) 
m=l 
1 a/2 
= -~ E {S'~f(Xa,,,-1,xe,,,)~e(Ya,,,,Y2,,,-t)Se 
m=l 
-- Se~°eT(Xam-1' X2,n)~e (Yam, Yam-1 )} 
i ~/2 
= -- E ¢~eT(X2m-1 ,x2m){~,e(y2m,y2m_l)(ce -- 2(en_l eT + e0eT_l))  
2 m=l 
T 1))~,e(Y2m Yam-l)} - (C  e -- 2(en_l eT "4- e0en_ 
a/2 
T 1)~,e(Y2m,Yam_l ) E ~eT(X2m-l,X2m){(en-i eT "4- eoen_ 
m=l 
--~e(y2m,YZm_l)(en_le T + e0en_lT)} 
a/2 
{Xam-,y2T-m + X2myTm 
m=l 
--SPeT (Xam_l,X2m)~'e(Yam, Yam_ l ) (en_ le T -.f- e0er_l)}. 
Now, we want to evaluate 
E T T ek~ (X2m--l,X2m)~e(yam, Y2m-- x)e,, 
m=l 
fork  =0 . . . . .  n -  land i  =0,  n -  1. 
We consider the case where i = 0, since the case where i = n - 1 can be 
reduced to the former by virtue of the equality ~s.(AK) =.~s.(A)K. 
By hypothesis it is possible to find two vectors fro, gm ~ C" such that 
~'e(Yam, Yam- 1) = ~(fm) + J~(gm). Thus, 
~(Y2 . ,  Y~.- 1)eo = J f .  + g . -  
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Hence, 
T XTmSH)(s sH) - IK ,  a m ~-- - - (XTm_ I  "I- 
sT  = (xT  m --~ XT2m_ISH)(s - sH) -1, 
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Moreover, by virtue of Theorem 3.2, we can set 
fm = (C - cH)  + (Y2m-1 -- CZyzm),  
gm = Y2m -- fm, 
where (C - C H)+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of (C - C H) (see 
for example [8]). Hence, 
J fm+gm 
= ( j  - I ) ( c  - cn )  + y2m-1 + {I - ( j  - I ) (C  - cn )  + Cn}y2m 
= Ny2m_ 1 + ( I  - -  Ncn)y2m,  
where N = (J - IXC  - CH) +. 
Now we want to evaluate TkSaeT(X2m_ 1, Xgm)" By virtue of Theorem 3.4, 
we can find two vectors a m, b m E C n such that ~eT(X2m_l, X2m) = 9~(am ) + 
J_ 5~(bm), and we have 
eTk~eT(X2m_l,X2m) = eTk[SC(am) + j _Sa(bm)]  = am ST k _ bm ST kH. (4 .7 )  
The vectors am, b in ,  X2m_l, and XZm are related by the following linear 
system: 
T H T H aT K + bmS = -X2m_lS  , 
(4.8) 
+ b mS = xL .  
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Substituting these expressions in (4.7), we have 
T T T T H 
ek~ e (X2m_ l ,X2m)  = - - (X2m_ 1 @ X2m S ) (S  - -  sH) - IKs  k 
--(XTm Jr- XTm_lSH)(s -- sH) - l s  kH 
= -xL  l (s  - s~')~(t~s k + s ~+1") 
- xrm(s -- sH)-I(KS k+l + S ku) 
_ -  _x2,,,_7" I(s-- sH)-IskH(I +J_)K 
- xL , (s  - s " )  ~s~"( I  + j  ) 
= x~,,,_iMk(I +J_)K + XT,,,Mk(I +J_), 
where M k = - (S  -Su) - IS  l'u ~e"  
Thus we have 
E 
m=l  
T T ekS~e (X2m-a,X2,,,)~'e(y2 .... Y2,,,-1)eo 
E 
trt = 1 
T {[xrm_lMk(I + J_)K + x~,,,Mk(I + J_)] 
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In order to evaluate this expression, we need some matrix identities whose 
simple proof is left to the reader: 
(I +J_)N = O, (4.10) 
(I + J_ )K=( I  +J_)C n, (4.11) 
(I + j_ )K( j  - i) = (i  + j_ ) (c  - cn), (4.12) 
(c  _ c , , ) ( c  _ c , , )÷= x _ _ 
1 
(eeT, + ~7,).  (4.13) 
n 
× [ Ny2,,,_ 1 +(I-NCn)y2m]}. (4.9) 
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By using (4.10), the summation (4.9) becomes 
a/2  
E {XL_lMk[(I +/_)/~Vy~m_l +(I  +J_)K(I-NCn)yzm] 
m=l  
+X2rmMk( I + J-)Y2m}. 
Now, using (4.11), (4.12), and (4.13), we find that 
( I  + J_) KNyzm_ 1 + (I  + J_ )K(  I - NCn)y2m 
= ( I  +]_ )K( J  - I ) (C - Cn)÷ y2m_t 
+( I  + J_)K{I  -- (] -- I ) (C - Cn) + Cn}y2m 
= ( I  + j_ ) (c  - c ' ) (c  - c~)+ y2m_~ 
+{(1 +]_)C" - ( I  + J_ ) (C -Cn) (C -Cn)+Cn}y2a 
I I =( I+J_ )  I -  n (eer +~r)  Y2m-1 
1 
+-- ( I  + J_ l (ee ~ + ~r)Cny~m 
n 
= ( I  +/-)Y2m-1 
+ 
1 
n(  I + J_ ) ( -eery2m_l  + eery2m -- ~ry2m -- eery2m_ 1) 
Thus, by virtue of Theorem 4.1, the summation (4.14) becomes 
X T Y'~ { 2m-,Mk( I +J-)Y2m-t + x~,,Mk(I +J-)Y2m} = 0. (4.15) 
m= 1 
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(4,14) 
= ( I  + J-)Y2m-1. 
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Now consider the matrix 
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1 a/2 
H = a - --2m=lE S~er(X2m-l,X2m)~'e(Y2m,Y2ra-1) • 
The equality (4.15) implies that H belongs to SP~, i.e., the kernel of the 
operator.~s,, and that He~=A% for i =0  and i =n-  1. Hence H= 
5aeT(Aeo, Aen- 1), and (4.6) follows. • 
5. APPLICATIONS 
= ~],,=lx,~ym. Following [13, 14], we Let A ~ C" × n and let ~s~(A) ~ T 
define the matrices 
X = (x~,'--,x~) and Y = (Yl,'",Y~) 
to be an a-length ~se-generator f A. In this section, we show how the 
formula (4.6) can be exploited for the computation of the product of the 
matrix A, given through an a-length ~s:generator, by a vector b. Interest- 
ing results are obtained in the case where A is Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like 
matrix, and, in particular, when it is the inverse of a Toeplitz plus Hankel 
matrix. 
Using (4.6), we can reduce the computation of Ab to the computation of
a certain number of products with b of matrices in ~ and ~e" These 
products can be computed using the tool of the fast Fourier transform. We 
denote by FFTc(n) the cost of the fast Fourier transform of a complex vector 
of order n. 
In the problem of the computation of Ab it is worthwhile to distinguish 
between computations that involve the vector b and computations that 
involve only elements of A. The latter ones can be embodied in a prepro- 
cessing stage, performed only once if, for instance, A has to be multiplied by 
various vectors. We denote by x FFTc(n) + y FFTc(n) a cost of x + y fast 
Fourier transforms, y of which can be executed in the preproeessing stage. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let n and a be even integers, and let A ~ C n×n be 
given by an a-length ~2~sTgenerator and by its first and last columns. Then A 
can be multiplied by a vector at a cost of (a  + 3)FFTc(n)+ (2a + 
2) FFTc(n) + O(n). 
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Proof. Let X = (xl,-..,x . )  and Y = (Yl,"',Y,) be an a-length ~rse-gen- 
erator of A. We have 
2~se(A) ~" m=lE (X2m- I  X2m) Y~m " 
We have shown in Lemma 4.3 how it is possible to compute vectors zi and w t 
such that 
 x(a) = 2m-1 Za+2 ) e T , E (Z2m-1 Z2m]l T + (Z~+l  
m= 1 \ W2m n-  1 
and that er(wzm - W2m_ 1 ) ----- 0 and ~r(w2m + W2m_ 1) = 0 for m = 
1 ..... a/2. By means of Theorem 4.2 we obtain 
1 a/2 
A = -~ E ~eT(Z2m-l,Z2m)Ve(W2m,W2m-1) 
m=l  
1 
+ "~'-9°f (z,, + 1, z,~+ 2) K + ,99f( Aeo, Ae,,_ 1) 
1 ,,/2 
-- 2 E ~eT(Z2m-l,Z2ra)~e(W2m,W2m-1) +5~.f(p,q), 
m=l  
1 1 where p = Ae 0 + ~z,+ 2 and q = Ae~_ l + ~z,+ I. The matrices in ~e and 
that appear in the previous representation can be expressed as shown in 
(3.6) and (3.8), respectively, with a cost that amounts to (2 ot + 2) FFTc(n) + 
O(n) arithmetic operations. Now, let We(u,v)= ~(a)+JW(b)  and let 
A(u, v) = Diag(12a) + J Diag(lqb). Analogously, let ~er(U, v) = SP(c) + 
j_  ~(d)  and let F(u,v) = Diag(lqDpe) - K Diag(~Dpd). We have 
1 ,~/2 
A = ~ E DoFF(z2m-~,z2,.)FHDflFA(wzmw2,~-~)F~ 
m=l 
+ DpFr (p ,  q) FUDf  
./2 ) 
E F(z~-I,Z2m)FHDfFA(w~mW2m-1) Fn 
m=l  
+ r(e, q) F'& ). 
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Using this representation, it is possible to multiply A by a vector with 
(a  + 3)FFTc(n) + O(n) arithmetic operations. • 
The class of matrices that have an a-length ~s -generator with a "low" is 
exactly the class of the Toeplitz-plus-Hankel-like matrices as it has been 
defined in [6, 5]. In fact, in [6, 5] a matrix A is defined to be Toeplitz-plus- 
Hankel-like if the rank ~T(A),  with 
T = 
tO 1 0 ... 0 
1 0 . 
0 ". 0 
" .  ]. 
0 ... 0 1 0 
is bounded by a constant independent of the dimension of the matrix. Since 
S e = T - e._~e T - e0er_l,  we have Irk -~r(A) - rk-~s(A)[ ~< 4. Thus we 
could use ~s, in place of ~r  in the definition of the class of the Toeplitz- 
plus-Hankel-like matrices. 
It is important to point out that both Toeplitz plus Hankel matrices and 
their inverses admit a 4-length ~s-generator (to prove this, proceed as in 
Section 5 of [7]). Thus the following result holds. 
COnOLLAnY 5.1. Let T, H ~ C n x n, n even, be a Toeplitz and a Hankel 
matrix, respectively, such that T + H is nonsingular. Let W = (T + H) -1 
be given by its 4-length ~se-generator and by its first and last columns. Then 
W can be multiplied by a vector with a cost of 7 FFTc(n) + 10 FFTc(n) + 
O(n). 
The present result improves the bound 15FFTc(n)+ 12FFTc(n)+ 
O(n), not explicitly stated but easily obtainable from the formula given in [5, 
p. 20]. Moreover, it also improves the bound 10 FFTc(n) + 8 FFTc(n) + 
O(n) that can be obtained by rewriting one of the formulas given in [7] for 
matrices with complex entries. 
I would like to thank Professor Dario Bini for his suggestions. Special 
thanks go to Nazzareno Bonanni for a careful reading of the manuscript. 
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